Please Note: These minutes are pending Board approval.
Board of Education
Newtown, Connecticut
Minutes of the Board of Education meeting on June 6, 2017 in the Reed Intermediate School
library, 3 Trades Lane, at 6:30 p.m.
K. Alexander, Chair
M. Ku, Vice Chair
D. Leidlein, Secretary(absent)
J. Vouros
R. Harriman-Stites
A. Clure
D. Cruson
S. Chand
D. Lew

J. Erardi
J. Davila
R.Bienkowski
20 Staff
40 Public
2 Press

Mr. Alexander called the meeting to order at 6:35 p.m.
Item 1 – Pledge of Allegiance
Item 2 – Celebration of Excellence
Dr. Erardi introduced Barbara Gasparine who spoke about the kindergarten and first grade
Spanish students and their teachers Marianne Grenier and Monica Crone. The students
introduced themselves in Spanish and sang songs they learned.
Dr. Erardi and Mrs. Evans Davila spoke about the five teachers who are retiring this year which
included George Bachman, who manages the Greenery and teaches biology at Newtown High
School, Beverly Bjorklund, library media specialist at Head O’Meadow School, Dr. Sherry Earle,
GATES teacher at Head O’Meadow and Hawley Schools, and Jean Labas, special education
teacher at Reed Intermediate School. Denise Evans, speech and language pathologist at Head
O’Meadow School, was unable to attend. A reception followed.
MOTION: Mrs. Harriman-Stites moved to add an agenda item for discussion by the Board
regarding signing a letter for National Ask Day. Mr. Vouros seconded. Motion passes
unanimously.
Item 3 – Consent Agenda
Item 4 – Public Participation
Item 5 - Reports
Chair Report: Mr. Alexander shared that he and Dr. Erardi went to the Monroe Board of
Education meeting Monday night to thank retiring Superintendent Jim D’Agostino for all he did
for us while Sandy Hook School was in at Chalk Hill.
Superintendent’s Report: Dr. Erardi stated that two years ago the Board took action on a
partnership with the paraeducators. This was shared at the state level this past Thursday at a
meeting with the RESC Alliance with him and members of the paraeducator union. In the fall
we will be sponsoring a statewide session regarding paraeducator workforce roles and
responsibilities.
Dr. Erardi shared a letter from the Consortium for School Networking which is an elite group in
the State of Connecticut. They awarded Carmella Amodeo with the Certified Education
Technology Leaders designation which makes her one of six in the state. Earning this
designation demonstrates Ms. Amodeo’s commitment to improving the learning environment for
students.
Dr. Erardi shared his goals and objectives for this school year and spoke about the schedule for
the last week of school including graduation and middle school moving up ceremonies.
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This was the last meeting for our student representatives and Dr. Erardi and Mr Alexander
thanked them for being members during this year and celebrated the excellence they brought to
the Board.
Committee Reports:
Mr. Vouros said the Curriculum and Instruction Committee met regarding the project adventure
initiative which will be in place this fall.
Dr. Erardi stated that we are proud of this program. Our grant writer, Kristin Larson, was able to
obtain a donation from the Sandy Hook PTA Foundation, the Newtown-Sandy Hook Foundation,
and the Fairfield Foundation. They are each donating one-third of the cost and the program will
launch this fall for ninth grade students.
Mrs. Ku said the Policy Committee met and several policies need to come to the Board before
the school year begins. They include the graduation policy, school wellness policy, safe school
climate, community use of school facilities, and food allergy policy. She also attended an
EdAdvance meeting where they discussed a state bill that will roll back the regional calendar
making it optional to the districts. CABE will be calling for resolutions for their delegates at the
state level. We might want to think about the school start time resolution. She will be attending
a TEACH conference about security and safety work with Dr. Erardi and members of the NFT.
Mr. Vouros asked to include on the next meeting agenda the discussion of the tuition that
educators working in the district pay for their children to attend our schools even though they
don’t live here.
Mr. Clure said that he and Mrs. Ku had the second meeting for the nurses’ contract negotiations
tonight. It’s been productive and going well so far.
Student Representatives:
Simran Chand said students are preparing for final exams. This was the last day for seniors
who do not have to take finals. These past weeks have included the senior dinner dance, class
trip and class picnic. The annual awards nights were May 31 and June 1. The Best Buddies
prom was this past Saturday. The NICE Club visited a Buddhist monastery in Carmel, New
York and is working to establish a connection in India. Advisors Sue McConnell and Tim
DeJulio will visit India this fall.
Dylan Lew shared that most of the sports teams are over with SWC victories in girls’ lacrosse,
girls’ track, and boys’ baseball. Last night the drama department was recognized at the
Connecticut High School Musical Theater Awards for our production of Evita. Julia Bogdanoff
won Best Lead Actress and Joseph Verga won Best Lead Actor. Students took the survey by
Dr. Rodrigue regarding a later start time. This has clear support by students and faculty. As
this is our final Board meeting the students shared that this was an amazing experience for
them and they thanked the Board for this opportunity.
Rory Edwards and Talia Hankin were introduced as the student representative next year.
Item 6 – Old Business
Item 7 – New Business
First Read of Proposed Textbook for 7th and 8th Grade Social Studies:
Mrs. Evans Davila introduced Tom Einhorn and middle school social studies coordinators
Shari Oliver and Andrew SanAngelo who worked on this proposal and spoke briefly about the
textbook.
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Educational Specifications for the Hawley School Roof Project:
MOTION: Mrs. Ku moved that the Board of Education approve the Education Specifications for
the Hawley Elementary School Roof Project dated May 16, 2017, State Project #TMP-097FZNL. Mr. Cruson seconded.
Mr. Bienkowski said we are authorized to submit the school building project and schematic
drawings as the State needs an outline of the specifications. It is basic information but sufficient
to move the project along.
Motion passes unanimously.
Minutes of May 16, 2017:
MOTION: Mrs. Ku moved that the Board of Education approve the revised minutes of May 16,
2017 with the consent agenda motion change from the “resignation of Jane Rossomando” to the
“leave of absence” for Jane Rossomando. Mr. Cruson seconded. Vote: 5 ayes, 1 abstained
(Mr. Clure)
School Start Time Study Presentation:
Dr. Erardi began the presentation (see attached) by introducing the members of the committee
whose work was centered around what is best for children. There were three subcommittees
which included one to research the subject by attending a national conference in Washington,
D.C. which provided the current research into adolescent sleep and start times. The second
group had the responsibility for getting the student voice and the third group looked at
transportation options. It was hoped that the Board would make a decision at the June 20
meeting.
Mrs. Evans Davila spoke about the research subcommittee that included Michelle Ku, John
Vouros and Kim Joyce. They attended the Adolescent Sleep, Health and Start Times National
Conference in Washington, D.C. in April, which provided the current research into adolescent
sleep and start times. Information was shared regarding sleep and biology, the impact of sleep
deprivation, the adverse impact of sleep deprivation, the advantages of later school start times,
and the linear relationship which is the later the school start time, the more sleep students report
getting. As a result of this information our suggested follow-up is to review the district
homework policy, consider limits on end times for school-sponsored activities, examine the
measure of success and educate families and students on strategies to achieve the optimal
sleep time of nine hours per night.
David Roach, chair for the afterschool impact subcommittee spoke about the student voice and
the time change impact on afterschool activities. Dan Cruson, Trent Harrison, Matt Memoli,
Tom Einhorn, Jim Ross and Heidi Werner are on this subcommittee. They surveyed over 1,000
students during high school advisory times as well as middle school students. Most high school
students did not want to start at 9:00 as it interfered with afterschool activities. The majority
wanted the 8:00 start time.
Mr. Harrison spoke about the results of the time students went to bed and the time they wake
up. Most eighth graders go to bed between 9 and 11 p.m. and high school students between 10
and 11 p.m. Mostly all of these students get up at the same time and are waking up during the
crucial REM time between 5 and 6 a.m. The majority of the seventh graders are getting nine
hours of sleep.
Mr. Memoli summarized the survey results which indicated that high school students are
receiving less sleep than they did in the middle school, students preferred an 8 a.m. start time
with school ending around 2:30 p.m. due to sports, work and other school related activities and
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that a 30 minute schedule shift has a minimal effect on interscholastic activities while promoting
increased sleep time. He indicated that we would make needed adjustments for athletics.
Dr. Rodrigue, chair of the transportation subcommittee thanked the members who could be
there tonight which included Ellen Aho and Jessica Fonovic. They looked at information from
the research and developed eight transportation options. Options 1-4 and 6-8 included both two
and three-tier busing and were reviewed by the committee-at-large but were deemed less
favorable due to times, logistics and/or prohibitive cost. Option 5 was the most favorable based
on times for the middle school and high school with minimal cost.
The revised Option 5 moves St. Rose back to tier one and still meets the objective of more
sleep for high school and middle school students. With the Reed start time changes Reed
buses will also pick up elementary students with the drop off at Reed first and then onto the
elementary schools. In the afternoon, Reed students will be picked up and then shuttle to the
elementary schools.
Dr. Erardi stated that Option 5 accomplished what the Board charged the committee to look at.
Tier 1 has no students in the dark. There are eight buses dedicated to St. Rose. Tier 2 will now
include K-6 students. Many of the Reed students were former members of the elementary
school they will travel to along with possible siblings. In the morning they will leave students at
Reed first so there will be additional bus time of between seven and nine minutes for the
elementary students. In the afternoon Reed students will be picked up first and then go to the
elementary schools. Bus congestion at Reed will be cut in half. We expect 25% of the students
will stay on the bus from Reed to the elementary schools. We have a safe plan in place for
each school. It was brought to our attention last evening that there is a concern with the Reed
sixth graders having to go to Sandy Hook School. We are looking to a plan on this
transportation and speak with mental health providers. We are trying to make this work for
everyone in the community. Research is clear that we need to look at the change.
Mrs. Ku said that she and Mr. Vouros have been looking at this for three years on the
Curriculum and Instruction Committee. Dr. Erardi brought Dr. Kanaan to us regarding the
research. She said this is a public health issue for students caused by early school start times.
Every district will run into issues. She was impressed that the committee is doing what is best
for students. What we do can potentially affect every student in this community.
Mr. Vouros said that being exposed to the research from the leading professionals in the sleep
deprivation arena was important. There is no perfect way of doing this and we cannot be selfish
about individual needs. To do nothing is to do harm. We are at the stage that we are at
because the Board of Education and the Superintendent are in cinq with pursing this as a
possibility.
Mr. Cruson said this district also discussed this in 2002 or 2003. The presentation didn’t cover
the 8:30 time that was out there. From the surveys and what was brought back from
Washington it was important to move it back to 8:00.
Mr. Vouros said it was important to realize that were this to be done for next year, it is an
ongoing study and will be monitored on a daily basis. If improvements need to be made we will
be receptive.
Mrs. Harriman-Stites thanked the committee but was struggling with the options presented and
whether they were what was best for all students. The shuttle and additional time on the bus
might be too much for the younger students but she understands the need for the later start time
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for the high school and middle school. She was troubled that All-Star wasn’t here but was glad
that attention is being given to Sandy Hook children going back to Sandy Hook School. There
are afterschool activities at Reed like the Ski Club which would no longer be available. She
wants a solution less compromised for younger students.
Mr. Clure questioned shortening the class time with this option.
Dr. Erardi said we had detailed discussions and the high school and middle school will have a
10-minute shorter day. Reed’s will be 12 minutes shorter. Reed has a 20-minute home room
so that could be shortened. Dr. Rodrigue will reduce the advisory time. For the middle school
four of the 10 minutes will shorten a period by one minute.
Mr. Clure asked if it was possible to get a completely unbiased consultant to look at our routing
and see how they would approach this.
Dr. Erardi said that optimizing the routes was taken on by All-Star. That’s a good suggestion
but if the Board is looking to move this action for the next school year there is no way we can
bring a consultant in the next two weeks. Action should be June 20. One of the owners who
was on the committee has medical issues which is why he wasn’t here. He suggested not going
beyond June 20. Waiting until July for a decision will not give us enough time to be ready for
the start of the school year.
Mr. Alexander appreciated the committee’s work. He appreciates the need for consideration of
the change but was not 100% sure we need to make it happen for this year but also not waiting
a whole year. We need to configure it without harming any students.
Simran Chand said that sleep deprivation is a huge problem and that she has gone to bed at
two and three in the morning many times and got up at 5:30. Doing this for months does harm.
She feels that shuttling offers the student a chance to be independent. Regarding afterschool
activities, a 30-minute shift is a reasonable time. The later start time is a great idea.
Dylan Lew feels that an extra 40 minutes in the morning is huge for high school students and
will help bring a lot of students closer to nine hours of sleep. Option 5 has a cost but you
shouldn’t be too afraid of spending a little money on this. It’s an important step for our
community.
Mr. Alexander said that we have worked hard to not spend money. The cost shouldn’t be a
limiting factor.
Mrs. Evans Davila said that Dr. Erardi made sure the meetings were taped. He motivated the
committee to dig deep on this issue. What he said throughout was that this was for the children.
Mr. Clure asked if getting an outside consultant was a possibility.
Mr. Vouros said it was extremely important that we keep to our timeline of the next meeting. It’s
key that whatever is decided that the ongoing investigation continue. We need to make sure
that All-Star has the capability of doing what they say they can do or get an outside consultant.
Also, the conference stressed that prolonging this decision doesn’t help.
Mr. Cruson said there is a value of having an outside opinion on bus routes. He would be
interested in exploring the option of having an outside consultant even though it would delay the
start time discussion.
Mrs. Harriman-Stites said we were assured that All-Star had the route optimization. She is
struggling to have to pay for another consultant but believes it should be done. She supports
fully that adolescents need more sleep and is upset that our bus contractor can’t do this.
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Mr. Alexander said the question is whether people trust their judgement.
Mrs. Ku moved to the direction of having a consultant.
Mr. Alexander asked Dr. Erardi to get the cost for a consultant.
Dr. Erardi said that part of the work with All-Star included projected bus runs. With Option 5
there is need for additional time for All-Star to be accurate. The information presented was as
current as yesterday. If the Board of Education moved to an outside set of eyes to review the
plan, that will not happen between now and June 20. It took All-Star nine months to prepare for
the first day of school. We would have to follow the policy to send out an RFP for a consultant.
He went on record to say that he does not have a concern with Kindergarten and sixth grade
students riding on the same bus particularly know they are alumni from their elementary school.
He would have a concern around the shuttle if we didn’t have a safety plan. The additional ride
time is up to 15 minutes in the morning and afternoon. There is no perfect plan but we are
trying to work together to make this work. He believes the high school students will work at a
higher level with a later start time.
Mr. Vouros asked the schedule for All-Star to get back to us regarding cost and ridership times.
We need to know this coming week so we come back in June with all of the information.
Dr. Erardi said we are the priority with All-Star and they will expect a call from us tomorrow. He
asked the Board to send any questions. The committee will reconvene next Monday.
Additional Item:
Mrs. Harriman-Stites brought a letter to the Board that we have been asked to send to our
parents. June 21 is the Annual National Ask Day to help prevent gun violence. The letter is
about the campaign to have parents ask if there are unlocked guns in the home before their
children go to a friend’s house. She asked to consider signing it as a Board.
Mr. Alexander asked everyone to think about it and have a formal discussion at the June 20
meeting.
Item 8 – Public Participation
Nancy White, 14 Butternut Ridge, was in favor of the start time change but concerned about
transportation. Some morning routes from Head O’Meadow and Middle Gate are up to 60
minutes. The Reed shuttle makes zero sense and they lose 12 minutes of instructional time as
well as spending 20 more minutes on the bus. What happens to clubs? She was concerned
that all scenarios were investigated. She suggested trying the shuttling to see if it would work.
Lucia Kortze, 7 Rooster Ridge, parent of fifth and fourth graders is concerned about revised
Option 5. There needs to be an option not at the expense of younger children. Her fifth grader
rides for 45 minutes. She is also concerned about elementary students getting off and on
buses. What about early dismissals and bad weather? Should survey Reed students about
how they feel about a longer bus ride.
Laura Terry, 64 Robin Hill Road, said the high school rotating schedule helps with the sleep
issues. Taking finals and standardized test at 7:30 is not acceptable. We need more
information before a decision is made, need more current bus information and all options need
to be revised. They need all the bus routes. With the Sandy Hook issue you should wait a year
so the sixth graders will be in seventh grade. She has a problem with hiring a consultant.
Mona Maine de Biran, 1 Poorhouse Road, said her child attends St. Rose. All science and
research is valid and she wants to see the effects on the elementary children. Why not consider
bidding for another bus company and have a split schedule.
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Kristin Kinsey, 6 Quail Hollow Lane, talked about cost options. She doesn’t understand their
pricing. School time change is actually a busing change.
Julia Conlin, 11 Old Castle Drive, thanked the committee. We have to make this change
because it’s a safety issue.
Karyn Holden, 68 Berkshire Road, thanked the committee. She is struggling with hiring a
consultant. The report said we had a good contract with All-Star and she is not in favor of hiring
a consultant. She agreed with changes for high school and middle school students and shares
the concerns for elementary and Reed students riding together. These are long rides and would
like less of an impact for them. This should also be cost neutral. She was happy to see we
would look at the homework situation.
Karen Rossman, 13 Stonewall Ridge, has a third and fifth grader. She had no problem with
shuttling students and feels her children would do fine. Younger children usually sit in the front.
You can also find some of the Reed students who would like to monitor the younger ones.
Increasing ridership time didn’t bother her children. Neighborhood stops need to be combined.
She feels this could work with some tweaking.
Kathryn Burke, 48 Taunton Hill Road, will have a kindergarten student next year and is
concerned about the long ride and the age gap on the buses. Shuttling could be a concern for
children with disabilities. How would the Reed administration know students got on the right
buses?
Jenna Donovan, 9 West Street, has a kindergarten student at St. Rose. She lived in Indiana
where they had shuttle buses. She has issues with the cost. Her child will ride 60 minutes.
Revisit the timing of school because there needs to be time with family. Taking only two weeks
to decide is not enough time. All-Star should be here.
Donna Locke, 81 Riverside Road, has one child at the high school and one at Abbott Tech. She
asked if there was a plan for these students and how they would get the bus.
MOTION: Mrs. Ku moved that the Board of Education go into executive session for the
Superintendent’s evaluation and invite Dr. Erardi. Mr. Clure seconded. Motion passes
unanimously.
Item 9 – Executive Session
The Board went into executive session at 9:58 p.m. and came out at 10:40 p.m.
MOTION: Mr. Clure moved to adjourn. Mrs. Harriman-Stites seconded. Motion passes
unanimously.
Item 10 – Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 10:41 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:

_______________________________________
Keith Alexander
Chair

Newtown Middle School
Textbook Adoption
2017
Prepared by Shari Oliver and Andrew SanAngelo
Newtown Middle School Social Studies Coordinators

Why a need for a new textbook?
Current text is McDougal Littell: American History - copyright 2008
Written before:
○ 2010 - Common Core State Standards adopted in Connecticut
○ 2010 - National Council of the Social Studies College, Career, and Civic
Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies State Standards
○ 2014 - Newtown Public Schools Social Studies revised curriculum
○ 2015 - Connecticut Elementary and Secondary Social Studies
Frameworks

Since new standards have
been implemented teachers
are required to teach in a
new way.
-------------------------------How has teaching changed
as a result of new
standards?

Students:
Collaborate
Think critically
Problem solve
Learn independently

Students learn:
Social responsibility and empathy
Global and cultural awareness
Informational & technology literacy
Research & analysis skills

How do we support our social
studies teachers and students
in this endeavor?

Begin with our
concept-based
curriculum and
find a
complimentary
textbook.

● Foundation to the social studies
concept-based curriculum
● Rich resources
● Engaging graphics
● Ancillary activities support the
standards

Our Process in finding a textbook
● Discussed the needs of our students with:
○ Social Studies Department teachers
○ NMS Reading Specialist
○ NMS Special Education Coordinator
● Investigated a variety of resources during the National
Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) Conference
● Met with multiple companies to review their resources
● Developed a rubric which was used to find the very best
textbook to meet the needs of our students
● Evaluated all the textbooks using the rubric

Newtown Middle School Social Studies
Textbook Adoption Rubric
Textbook Attributes:
●
●
●
●
●

Alignment with Curriculum and Standards
Social Studies Content
Organization of program
Accessibility
Incorporation of Technology

Our Choice
Discovering Our Past:
A History of the United
States
McGraw Hill
Education
2018

Contributors
Historian
Joyce Appleby, Ph.D.
●

●

Served as president of the
Organization of American
Historians and the
American Historical
Association
Former Professor Emerita
of History at UCLA.

James McPherson, Ph.D.
●

Princeton Professor &
author of 11 books about
the Civil War era

Reading Experts
Doug Fisher, Ph.D.
●

Focus on Literacy &
language, with an emphasis
on ELL students

Nancy Frey, Ph.D.
●

Focus on literacy & learning,
with an emphasis on how
students acquire content
knowledge.

Study Skills Expert
Dinah Zike, M.Ed.
●

Inventor of 3-D graphic
organizers called Foldables

Compatible
on all
devices

RESOURCES TO ENGAGE
EVERY STUDENT
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Vocabulary activities
Reading & Study Skills
Foldables (Dinah Zike)
Graphic Organizers
Guided Reading Activities
Primary & Secondary Sources
Visual Literacy Activities
Hands-On Chapter Projects

Parent Resources
and
Communication
Sheets

Student tools:
PHOTO HERE

●

Leveled text

●

Change font size

●

Listen to text

●

Highlight feature

●

Print text

●

Video supports
reading

Student online
edition
● Guided student
interaction with text
and media

Editable Teacher Activities

After going through this process to discover
and evaluate potential resources for the
middle school social studies department,
the McGraw Hill textbook is the best choice
for our students. This resource:
● Aligns with our concept-based
curriculum
● Engages students in thought provoking
lessons & activities
● Provides alternatives for differentiation
& modification to ensure the success of
all learners

Thank you for your time

School Start Time Committee
June 6, 2017
Newtown Board of Education

Committee Charge
The Board of Education charges the Superintendent to create a School Start Time Committee to
research the possibilities of changing school schedules based on the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention and American Academy of Pediatrics recommendation that middle and high schools start
at 8:30 a.m. or later.
The Board of Education asks the School Start Time Committee to produce a report back to the
Board of Education by June 1, 2017. The report should include the following items:
1.
Research of medical & educational recommendations by age group, regional/national recent
adoptions/drops of start time programs, and results of community survey.
2.
Discussion of impact on sports, child care, and after-school activities including part-time
employment.
3.
Scenarios for transpiration options including possible tier changes, detailing ride length, and
financial impact.
4.
Review contracts with our unions and vendors to make sure there will be no financial impact or
ramifications with those contracts as a result of changing school start times.
The School Start Time Committee will be facilitated by the Superintendent and should include
members of the district staff (chosen by the Superintendent), representatives from the Board of
Education (assigned by the BOE Chair), and representatives from the community (appointed by BOE
Chair and Superintendent).
Meetings will be open to the public but public participation will be included at the discretion of the
Superintendent.

Committee Members
Dr. Joseph Erardi, Jr.
Ellen Aho
Alan Colangelo
Daniel Cruson, Jr.
Jean Evans Davila
Richard Dufour
Thomas Einhorn
Jessica Fonovic
Dr. Kathy Gombos

Trent Harrison
Kimberley Joyce
Dr. Michelle Ku
Matthew Memoli
David Roach
Dr. Lorrie Rodrigue
James Ross
John Vouros
Heidi Werner

Research: Sleep Facts


Sleep and Biology
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Teens require 9 hours of sleep
Circadian rhythm shifts later in the teen years
Sleep drive takes longer to build
5:00 a.m. or 6:00 a.m. wake-up time interrupts teens’ REM cycle
REM sleep cycle required for neuronal remodeling

Impact of Sleep Deprivation
◦
◦
◦
◦

Decline in learning, engagement, and memory
Delayed response time
Inability to restore baseline response with weekend recovery
Increase in risk-taking behaviors

Research: Reported Associations


Adverse Impact of Sleep Deprivation
Obesity, depression, suicide, smoking, promiscuity,
decreased life expectancy, increased automotive
crashes, increased risk-taking behavior



Advantages of Later School Start Times
Reduced absenteeism and tardiness, improved mood,
indication of increased academic performance in
struggling students



Linear Relationship
The later the school start time, the more sleep
students report getting

Research: Gaps


Sleep deprivation in elementary students



Optimal elementary school start times



Causal links – Later start times and
adolescent health, crash incidences, and
academic outcomes

Newtown – Specific Considerations


Influence of
geographic size on
District’s bus routes



Parent concern about
darkness at bus stop

Newtown Parent/Guardian Survey
n = 1,083

Suggested Follow-up


Review the District homework policy



Consider limits on end times for schoolsponsored activities



Examine measures of success



Educate families and students – Strategies
to help students achieve optimal sleep
time of 9 hours/night

When would you like to go to school?
Student Preferred Start Time

After School Activities

50%
45%

9-12 grade

40%
60.00%

35%

50.00%

30%

7th grade

25%

8th grade

20%

9-12 grade

40.00%
30.00%

15%
20.00%

10%

10.00%

5%
0%
7:20-2:02

7:45-2:27

8:00-2:42

9:00-3:42

0.00%

9-12 grade

Student Sleep
Off to Bed

Rise and Shine

60%

60.00%

50%

50.00%

40%

40.00%
7th grade

30%

8th grade

7th grade

30.00%

8th grade

9-12 grade
20%

20.00%

10%

10.00%

9-12 grade

0.00%

0%
before 9pm 9pm-10pm 10pm-11pm after 11pm

before 5:30-6am6-6:30am6:30-7am
5:30am

after
7am

What does this all mean for our
students?


High School students are receiving less sleep
than they did in Middle School



The student preferred start time is 8:00 a.m.
and end time around 2:30 p.m. due to sports,
work, and other school related activities



A 30 minute schedule shift has a minimal
effect on interscholastic athletics while
promoting increased sleep time

Transportation
Options and Opportunities

Transportation Subcommittee
Action Steps
Purpose:
To review transportation
options in alignment with
potential changes to
Newtown school start times









Committee members reviewed a
variety of transportation options
Options included both current
three-tier as well as two-tier busing
A total of 8 options were developed,
discussed, and brought forward to
the committee-at-large
Options were eventually narrowed
down to “most favorable” after
discussions with the larger
committee and based on survey
feedback
Option 5 was deemed “most
favorable”

Transportation Options
 Option

1-4 and 6-8 were developed, discussed,
and reviewed with the committee-at-large

 Options

included both two and three-tier busing

 Options

1-4 and 6-8 deemed less favorable due
to times, logistics, and/or prohibitive cost

 Option

5 deemed most favorable based on times
for Middle School and High School with minimal
cost

Option 1
2 Tier System 50 Units

Tier 1
School
NHS
NMS & RIS

Start/End
8:00 – 2:42
8:00 – 2:42

# of Units
25 Units – 65/bus
25 Units – 52/bus
50 Units

9:05 – 3:37
9:05 – 3:37
9:05 – 3:37
9:05 – 3:37
8:35 – 3:35
8:15 – 3:00
8:30 – 3:20

9 Units
9 Units
10 Units
10 Units
1 Unit
2 Units
8-9 Dedicated Units

Tier 2
HAW
HOM
MGS
SHS
Magnet
FWS/HVWS
St. Rose

This option meets the objectives of having the High School and Middle School start at
8:00 a.m. or later. There is no disruption to the school day for Reed or the Elementary
schools. This option is not cost neutral with an increase to transportation cost of
$244k. The option does not support the direction of St. Rose administration.

Option 2

Reconfigured 3 Tier System with Middle School to Tier 2. Listed below are suggested start and end
times. High School, Middle School & Reed would be shorten by 10 minutes to 6 hours 32 minutes –
lines up with Elementary.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

NHS

7:35 – 2:07

42.50 Units

NMS & RIS

8:15 – 2:47

30 Units

St. Rose

7:50 – 2:50

8-9 Units

Magnet

8:35 – 3:35

1 Unit

Tier 2

No NMS/RIS due to length

3 Units
42Units

Tier 3
Elementary

9:05 – 3:37

34-38 Units

Danbury Magnet

8:35 – 3:35

1 Unit

No Elementary due to length

5 Units
42 Units

This option did not allow for later start time at the High School.

Option 3

Reconfigured 3 Tier System with Elementary to Tier 1. Reed & Middle School to Tier 3. Below are
suggested start and end times.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

HAW

7:50 – 2:22

9 Units

HOM

7:50 – 2:22

9 Units

MGS

7:50 – 2:22

10 Units

SHS

7:50 – 2:22

10 Units

Magnet

8:35 – 3:35

1 Unit
39 Units

Tier 2
St. Rose

7:50 – 2:50

8-9 Dedicated Units

NMS & RIS

8:35 – 3:17

32 Dedicated Units

Magnet

8:35 – 3:35

1 Unit
42 Units

Tier 3
NHS

9:20 – 4:07

41 Units (or Less)

This option was ruled out due to logistics of having the High School end at 4:07 p.m.

Option 4

2 Tier System with High School & Middle School on Tier 1 and Reed & Elementary School on Tier 2.
Requires 4-5 additional units.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

NHS

7:50 – 2:32

43 Units

NMS

7:50 – 2:32

Shared High School & Middle School

HVWS/FWS

8:15 – 3:00

3 Units

HAT

7:20 – 2:10

1 Unit
47 Units

Tier 2
Reed

8:55 – 3:27

38 Units

Elementary

9:05 – 3:37

Shared Reed & Elementary

St. Rose

8:40 – 3:40

8 Units

Magnet

8:35 – 3:35

1 Unit
47 Units

Option only moves start time 30 minutes later for Middle School and High School.
Option is not cost neutral with $40k to $62k additional cost for transportation.
Combines Reed and Elementary on same buses. The option does not support the
direction of St. Rose administration.

Option 6

2 Tier System with Reed & Elementary on Tier 1. High School & Middle School on Tier 2. Requires
7.5 additional units approximate $160k.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

Reed

7:30 – 2:02

39 Units

Elementary

7:40 – 2:12

Shared Reed & Elementary

St. Rose

7:20 – 2:10

8 Units

HAT AM

7:20 – 2:10

1 Unit

Nonn AM

7:25 – 2:15

2 Units
50 Units

Tier 2
NHS

8:30 – 3:12

44 Units

NMS

8:30 – 3:12

Shared High School & Middle School

Danbury Magnet

9:00 – 3:30

1 Unit

VOAG-Nonn

7:25 – 2:15

2 Unit

HVWS/FWS

8:15 – 3:00

3 Units
50 Units

Tier 1 pickups would start around 6:30 a.m. which is 1 hour before sunrise (7:31 a.m.)
in early November with twilight at 7:02 a.m. and 45 minutes before sunrise (7:19 a.m.)
in mid-January with twilight at 6:48 a.m. before in mid-January.

Option 7

Same as Option 6 except start times moved forward 30 minutes for Reed & Elementary Schools and
20 minutes for High School & Middle Schools. Requires 7.5 additional units approximate $160k.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

Reed

8:00 – 2:32

39 Units

Elementary

8:10 – 2:42

Shared Reed & Elementary

St. Rose

7:50 – 2:40

8 Units

HAT AM

7:20 – 2:10

1 Unit

Nonn AM

7:25 – 2:15

2 Units
50 Units

Tier 2
NHS

9:00 – 3:42

44 Units

NMS

9:00 – 3:42

Shared High School & Middle School

Danbury Magnet

9:00 – 3:30

1 Unit

VOAG-Nonn

7:25 – 2:15

2 Units

HVWS/FWS

8:15 – 3:00

3 Units
50 Units

Same as Option 6 except start times moved back 30 minutes for Reed and Elementary
Schools and 30 minutes for High School and Middle School.

Option 8

Same as Option 5 except St. Rose moves back to Tier 1 with no change to their schedule. Requires
12.5 additional units approximate $484k.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

NHS

8:00 – 2:32

43 Units

NMS

8:00 – 2:32

Shared High School & Middle School

HVWS/FWS

8:15 – 3:00

3 Units

St. Rose

7:50 – 2:50

8 Units

HAT

7:20– 2:10

1 Unit
55 Units

Tier 2
Reed

8:55 – 3:27

38 Units

Elementary

9:05 – 3:37

Shared Reed & Elementary

Magnet

9:00 – 3:30

1 Unit
39 Units

Option 5

2 Tier System with High School & Middle School on Tier 1 and Reed & Elementary Schools on Tier 2.
Requires 4.5 additional units approximate $62k.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

NHS

8:00 – 2:32

(6.32 hrs)

43 Units

NMS

8:00 – 2:32

(6.32 hrs)

Shared High School & Middle School

HVWS/FWS

8:15 – 3:00

3 Units

HAT

7:20– 2:10

1 Unit
47 Units

Tier 2
Reed

8:55 – 3:27

(6.32 hrs)

38 Units

Elementary

9:05 – 3:37

(6.32 hrs)

Shared Reed & Elementary

St. Rose

8:40 – 3:40

8 Units

Magnet

9:00 – 3:30

1 Unit
47 Units

REVISED Option 5

2 Tier System with High School, Middle School and St. Rose on Tier 1 and Reed & Elementary
Schools on Tier 2. Requires 4.5 additional units approximate *$62k.

Tier 1
School

Start/End

# of Units

NHS

8:00 – 2:32

(6.32 hrs)

36 Units

NMS

8:00 – 2:32

(6.32 hrs)

Shared High School & Middle School

** St. Rose

7:50 – 2:50

8 Units

HVWS/FWS

8:15 – 3:00

3 Units
47 Units

Tier 2
Reed

8:55 – 3:27

(6.32 hrs)

40 Units

Elementary

9:05 – 3:37

(6.32 hrs)

Shared Reed & Elementary

Magnet

9:00 – 3:30

1 Unit
41 Units

* Ongoing work on bus routes/configurations may potentially eliminate an additional
bus and make this option cost-neutral.
** St. Rose was put back to Tier 1 – which puts them on their current school start/end
time schedule.

Revised Option 5


PRO
◦ Meets the objectives of the original committee’s purpose – regarding health and
welfare of adolescents
◦ Moves High School and Middle School start 40 minutes later
◦ Least disruptive to after school activities and sports
◦ Least disruptive to Magnet Arts schedule
◦ No change for St. Rose
◦ Later start time reduces issues of students waiting in the dark
◦ Potential cost neutral (if a bus can be removed after reconfiguring/combining of
routes)



CON
◦ $62k additional cost for transportation
◦ Combines Reed and Elementary Schools on same buses; lengthens ride times by
10 – 20 minutes for elementary students, 10 minutes for Reed (afternoon only
with shuttle buses)
◦ Decreases High School and Middle School day by 10 minutes *
◦ Decreases Reed School day by 12 minutes *
* Decrease in minutes will be implemented to achieve minimal impact to
instructional time (ex: Advisory at High School, homeroom at Reed, other changes
in non-instructional at Middle School).

Final Thoughts
Implementation
 Recommendation
 Next Steps
 Dr. Ku, Mr. Cruson, Mr. Vouros


